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Background

➢ Scientific simulations periodically store/transfer huge 

amount of intermediate data.

➢ Fast I/O is important for making this process faster.

➢ One of the approaches to achieve Fast I/O is “data 

compression”.

-Reducing I/O amount helps reduce I/O time

➢ Delta encoding can be used for both lossless and lossy 

compression. 

➢ Types of delta encoding
- Delta between time frames (Ti=i) and (Ti+1=i+1) => Temporal  delta encoding

- Delta between adjacent values v[i][j] and v[i][j+1] => Spatial  delta encoding

Proposal Evaluation

Conclusion

➢ Pass the training data to Prednet [2] model and validate.

➢ Pass original data/file to the trained model  to get the 

predicted file.

➢ Compute the delta between original time-frames and time-

frames predicted by the neural network model.

➢ Apply proposed  lossy delta technique on temporal delta 

data/file.

➢ Apply compression algorithm on reduced delta file.

diff

Ti= i Ti+1=i+1 Delta=Ti –Ti+1

Why Delta Compression?

➢ Original data => Nearly random values with almost even 

distribution => causes lower compression ratio for 

existing compression techniques.

➢ Delta data => Recurring small values with highly 

concentrated distribution =>  SZ [1] and gzip can give

higher compression ratio for such values

Delta Data Compression with Deep Neural Network

➢ Time evolutional intermediate image data have image sequences 

with a high FPS which make them good candidates for predictive 

neural network as they have very subtle differences.

➢ Deep Predictive neural network models have a high prediction 

accuracy. So delta between predicted and actual values usually 

remain small and recurrent .

➢ In a frame there is high spatial similarity which makes it a 

suitable candidate for applying spatial delta encoding.

An appropriate delta technique can  make the existing compressors 

perform better in terms of compression rate and compression time. 

How does it work?

Proposed Lossy Delta Technique

I. Compute the delta values

II. Preprocess the values to make them suitable for delta 

compression

III. Apply density-based spatial delta encoding to the 

preprocessed delta value

IV. Calculate the frequency distribution of the obtained 

delta values 

V. Assign partition-based entropy codes to the delta values 

based on their frequency 

Comparison of compression ratio with gzip

Comparison of compression ratio with SZ

Peak-signal to noise ratio comparison with SZ 

➢ We investigate the performance of our delta technique both for lossless and 

lossy compression for deep predictive neural network.

➢ We achieve high compression ratio by adding a trivial amount of error.

➢ Our technique achieves upto 2.8x better compression ratio compared to SZ.

Intermediate Big Data

SZ is an error-bounded lossy data compressor and       

gzip is a lossless data compressor
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Kitti:Autonomous driving benchmark Spring_8:Data from X-ray Photon Correlation Spectroscope (XPCS) 
experiment Vic_Park: Sequence for evaluating laser-based SLAM Malaga_13:Dataset with GPS, 

Cameras and 3D laser information, recorded in the city of Malaga, Spain
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